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Definitive exposures of pristine, ancient crust on Mars are rare, and the finding that much of the ancient Noachian terrain on Mars exhibits evidence of phyllosilicate alteration adds further complexity. We have analyzed high-resolution data from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter in the well-exposed Noachian crust surrounding the Isidis basin. We focus on data from the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars as well as imaging data sets from High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment and Context Imager. These data show the lowermost unit of Noachian crust in this region is a complex, brecciated unit of diverse compositions. Breccia blocks consisting of unaltered mafic rocks together with rocks showing signatures of Fe/Mg-phyllosilicates are commonly observed. In regions of good exposure, layered or banded phyllosilicate-bearing breccia rocks are observed suggestive of pre-Isidis sedimentary deposits. In places, the phyllosilicate-bearing material appears as a matrix surrounding mafic blocks, and the mafic rocks show evidence of complex folded relationships possibly formed in the turbulent flow during emplacement of basin-scale ejecta. These materials likely include both pre-Isidis basement rocks as well as the brecciated products of the Isidis basin–forming event at 3.9 Ga. A banded olivine unit capped by a mafic unit covers a large topographic and geographic range from northwest of Nili Fossae to the southern edge of the Isidis basin. This olivine-mafic cap combination superimposes the phyllosilicate-bearing basement rocks and distinctly conforms to the underlying basement topography. This may be due to draping of the topography by a fluid or tectonic deformation of a previously flatter lying morphology. We interpret the draping, superposed olivine-mafic cap combination to be impact melt from the Isidis basin–forming event. While some distinct post-Isidis alteration is evident (carbonate, kaolinite, and serpentine), the persistence of olivine from the time of Isidis basin suggests that large-scale aqueous alteration processes had ceased by the time this unit was emplaced.


1. Introduction

Defining the nature of the early crust on Mars remains a challenging problem. It remains uncertain whether a magma ocean existed on Mars and contributed to the formation of the crust [Taylor et al., 2006] and what role volcanism played. Models of planetary evolution and crustal formation suggest that primary crust may have originally formed during cooling of a magma ocean and subsequent extensive volcanism would have formed a secondary crust [Taylor et al., 2008]. While it is widely accepted that this early crust would have been broadly basaltic in composition, this originally crystalline igneous landscape has been significantly modified and reworked by impact, gradation, and tectonic processes as well as alteration forming phyllosilicate minerals. The exposures of crust available for investigation with orbital and landed measurements reflect these aggregate processes. The finding that much of the Noachian terrain on Mars exhibits evidence of phyllosilicate minerals and thus alteration [Bibring et al., 2006; Poulet et al., 2005; Mustard et al., 2008] raises significant questions as to when, where, and how the alteration occurred. Furthermore, it is unknown how extensive and pervasive the alteration is, and whether any remnants of the early unaltered crust remain.

One of the challenges in investigating this earliest period of Mars evolution is access to sections of the crust...
that show the geologic relationships among the key constituents that are also free of obscuring cover of dust, eolian material, or later volcanic and sedimentary deposits. A significant section of well-exposed Noachian crust exists surrounding the Isidis basin where remotely sensed data show strong mineralogic signatures of mafic silicates [Hoefen et al., 2003; Hamilton and Christensen, 2005; Mustard et al., 2005; Tornabene et al., 2008] and phyllosilicates [Bibring et al., 2006; Poulet et al., 2005; Mangold et al., 2007; Mustard et al., 2008; Ehmann et al., 2009a, 2009b]. Importantly, the extent of mafic and hydrous mineral signatures can be clearly defined and can be linked to specific geologic and geomorphic units.

The Isidis basin is a 1900 km [Schultz and Frey, 1990] diameter impact basin with a model age of Late Noachian (3.96 Ga) [Werner, 2005]. It has been significantly modified, including loss of the northeast rim through gradational processes [Tanaka et al., 2002], formation of radial and concentric graben due to loading and flexure [Wichman and Schultz, 1989], and emplacement of the plains volcanics that make up Syrtis Major Planum on its western rim [Hiesinger and Head, 2004]. Flows associated with Syrtis Major extend from the central caldera to cover an area ~10^6 km^2. These flows reach the western floor of the Isidis basin, and cover the floor of the Nili Fossae trough. Early phases of the volcanism likely filled some of the Isidis basin floor [Tornabene et al., 2008]. The opening of the fractures constituting the Nili Fossae as well as significant gradation due to fluvial processes [Fassett and Head, 2005; Mangold et al., 2007] provide some excellent exposures of crust along scarp walls and in erosional windows. In these exposures outcrops are observed with spectral signatures diagnostic of mafic and phyllosilicate minerals.

Previous analyses using data from past missions including Mars Global Surveyor, Mars Odyssey, and Mars Express have established the regional compositional, geologic, and geomorphic framework [Hoefen et al., 2003; Hamilton and Christensen, 2005; Mustard et al., 2007; Mangold et al., 2007; Tornabene et al., 2008]. Here we provide new analyses of high-resolution data sets from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO). Visible to near-infrared reflectance data from the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) [Murchie et al., 2007a] are used to assess the character and distribution of units with Fe-bearing mafic silicates and hydrated silicates in the Noachian crust surrounding the Isidis basin. Imaging data with an average spatial resolution of 5 m/pixel from the Context Imager (CTX) [Malin et al., 2007] define the regional morphologic context while the 25 cm/pixel imaging data from the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) [McEwen et al., 2007] reveal detailed morphologic and stratigraphic characteristics.

2. Data Processing and Analysis

The reduction of CRISM data from instrument units to atmospherically corrected surface reflectance involves several steps. The data are first converted to apparent I/F using procedures described by Murchie et al. [2007a]. Briefly, the detector background is subtracted using systematic measurements of the dark current that accompany Mars scene measurements. These dark-corrected data are then converted to radiance by dividing by measurements of the radiance emitted by an onboard integrating sphere and multiplied by a spectral model of the integrating sphere derived from ground calibrations. From these calibrated radiance data an estimate of I/F is generated by dividing by a solar spectrum. The solar spectrum is convolved to CRISM’s wavelengths and resolution measured preflight and scaled to Mars’ solar distance.

These resulting I/F data contain the convolved signal of the surface and atmosphere. For the purposes of mineralogic analysis, it is important to remove the effects of the atmosphere. All the data used in this analysis were corrected using a simple multiplicative correction for the gas bands, but contributions from aerosols are ignored. The method was originally used in the analysis of ISM data [Bibring et al., 1989] and continued in the analysis of OMEGA data [e.g., Mustard et al., 2005]. A transmission spectrum of Mars is generated by CRISM observations over Olympus Mons (FFC000061C4). Many line averages over the base and top of the volcano are generated and the base average is ratioed to the top average. The ratio data are then scaled to 1.0 at 2.2435 μm. Assuming differences in reflectance from the surface at the two locations are negligible, this ratio provides the transmission spectrum for two passes through the atmospheric column between the summit and base of Olympus Mons. Because the CRISM detector has slightly different wavelength positions as a function of column position in the detector [Murchie et al., 2007b], we generate a separate transmission spectrum for each column. This effectively samples the transmission of the atmosphere with the exact band passes of CRISM.

From each CRISM spectrum the strength of the 2.011 μm CO₂ absorption is determined relative to a continuum defined by the spectrum’s I/F outside the CO₂ absorption [Pelkey et al., 2007; McGuire et al., 2009]. The transmission spectrum from the same column position as the CRISM spectrum is then scaled to the observed CO₂ band strength and the CRISM spectrum is divided by the scaled transmission spectrum. Last, the observation is divided by the cosine of the incidence angle to generate apparent reflectance.

This approach is generally effective at removing the dominant effects of the common atmospheric gases in the CRISM data. The lack of a correction of aerosols may affect overall spectral contrast (band strength) and long wavelength spectral shape or continuum properties. However, diagnostic narrow absorptions are not adversely affected and for data acquired with similar overall aerosol abundance to the Olympus Mons measurements the approach provides a reasonable first-order correction. A more rigorous assessment of atmospheric gases and aerosols can be derived using the full emission phase function data acquired with each CRISM targeted observation and applying radiative transfer algorithms such as DISORT [Stamnes et al., 1988; Arvidson et al., 2006].

Mineral indicator parameters are calculated to guide analyses and provide summary products of spectral variance [Pelkey et al., 2007]. The parameters were developed to capture the dominant modes of spectral variance related to mafic silicates, hydrated silicates, sulfates, and ices. They typically provide a standardized representation of absorption band strength and the full set of parameters for the CRISM
investigation are provided by Murchie et al. [2007b]. All data were map projected using the line-of-sight intercept of each detector element with the MOLA shape model of Mars [Murchie et al., 2007b].

While mineral indicator parameters are useful guides, they can be equivocal and nonunique. For example, the index for the mineral olivine is designed to highlight regions with a broad absorption between 1.0 and 1.5 μm, and areas rich in olivine are readily identified by this parameter. However, other minerals with strong, broad absorptions in this spectral region (e.g., Fe-rich smectite clays) are similarly highlighted and the index value can be affected by strong spectral slope [Salvatore et al., 2009]. Thus, regions of interest based on the mineral indicators/spectral parameters are systematically investigated in detail with spectral analysis to verify and validate the presence of mineral spectral signatures. This requires extraction of full spectral resolution data and comparison of these data to spectral libraries. To enhance the expression of spectral absorption features, we also employ ratioing techniques. The spectral data commonly exhibit artifacts due to errors in the removal of the atmosphere signal, and systematic instrumental errors [Murchie et al., 2007a]. Many of these artifacts are common to all spectra, and are multiplicative in nature. Therefore, ratioing two spectra, where the numerator is extracted from an area of interest and the denominator from a region exhibiting a neutral or unremarkable spectral character, typically suppresses these artifacts. Due to the design of CRISM as a push broom array, many artifacts are associated along the columns of the detector, and therefore as columns in the CRISM imaging data. Thus in calculating ratios it is important that the numerator and denominator are extracted from the same column or columns in the case of area averages. Typically, we use at least $3 \times 3$ averages to increase the signal to noise in the resulting ratio spectra.

Stereo HiRISE data were used to generate a digital elevation model using SOCET SET software. A mosaic of the red filter image data was generated. The left image was used as a control and features in the right image were matched to the left image. An automatic terrain extraction was then performed determining elevations by measuring X shifts in the rectified images. The resulting DEM is estimated to have a relative vertical accuracy of better than a meter. Some residual elevation spikes remaining were edited by hand to smooth the final product (R. Ollerenshaw, personal communication, 2008).

3. Results

The general region of investigation is shown in Figure 1, with the distribution of olivine as determined by OMEGA overlain on the shaded relief image derived from MOLA data. The locations of specific observations described in this paper are shown by the white outlines. We have examined all the CRISM observations in this region and collectively they provide the fundamental results. However, it is not possible to present in detail all the observations and thus what we show here are the key observations that most clearly display the geologic relationships. The details of the spectroscopy of hydrous alteration minerals for the Nili Fossae region are described in the companion paper by Ehlmann et al. [2009a] and will not be repeated here. However, the same rigorous analyses are applied in arriving at the results and conclusions in this paper.

The results are organized by an examination of the character of (1) the distinct olivine-bearing unit, (2) the nature of the basement rock, and (3) the properties of materials that
have filled large impact craters and troughs. We conclude by considering these observations in the context of the formation of the Isidis basin and subsequent events.

3.1. Olivine Stratigraphy

A number of locations exhibiting strong olivine spectral signatures in TES [Hoefen et al., 2003], THEMIS [Hamilton and Christensen, 2005; Tornabene et al., 2008], and OMEGA [Mustard et al., 2007] data have been observed with CRISM [Mustard et al., 2008; Ehlmann et al., 2008b] west and south of the Isidis basin (Figure 1). The olivine-bearing surfaces extend over a large region, much of which in the region east of Nili Fossae is covered by mobile materials and exhibits dune forms [Hamilton and Christensen, 2005]. However, at the resolutions of THEMIS and CRISM, bedrock outcrops are resolved. In particular, CRISM observations resolve the composition and morphology of three major units consistently associated with the olivine-bearing bedrock: a mafic caprock, a banded rock unit enriched in olivine, and phyllosilicate-bearing basement rocks (Figure 2). The spectroscopic signatures that define the key properties of the olivine bearing and the phyllosilicate units are shown in Figure 3. The olivine interpretation is based on the strong, broad 1 μm absorption. The width of this absorption is characteristic of high-Fe olivine such as fayalite; though large particle size and textural effects can also create such broad absorptions for forsteritic olivine. High Fe-olivine has also been reported for this region from TES [Hoefen et al., 2003] and OMEGA [Poulet et al., 2007] data. Fe/Mg-smectite clay is indicated by the presence of 1.4, 1.9 and 2.3 μm absorption bands (Figure 3) [Ehlmann et al., 2009a], and this is the common phyllosilicate observed across Mars [Poulet et al., 2005; Mustard et al., 2008].

Figure 2. False color CRISM images FRT00003E12, FRT0000B438, FRT0000A4FC, and FRT0000871C (R, 2.38; G, 1.80; B, 1.15 μm) were used to colorize a portion of grayscale CTX image P03_002176_2024_X1_22N283W_070113. Olivine-rich surfaces appear yellow, phyllosilicate-bearing surfaces appear blue and turquoise, and the mafic cap unit is purple. High-resolution images from HiRISE data for the white boxes are shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6.

Figure 3. (a) CRISM and (b) laboratory reflectance spectra of key materials. Figure 3a shows CRISM relative reflectance spectra where the spectrum from a region identified by mineral indicator maps is divided by a spectrum of a region of spectrally unremarkable material. The key materials identified here are olivine-rich from CRISM observation FRT00003E12, low-Ca pyroxene–rich (LCP-rich) from FRT000064D9, and Fe/Mg-phyllosilicate–rich from FRT00003E12 and FRT000064D9. Figure 3b shows laboratory reflectance spectra of the pure mineral separates olivine-fayalite, orthopyroxene (LCP), and saponite (an Fe/Mg-phyllosilicate).
The stratigraphy of a mafic cap overlying a banded olivine unit that in turn superposes the phyllosilicate-rich basement is observed over a large region of the Nili Fossae and along the southern rim of the Isidis basin. The geologic relationships are best defined in the central region of Nili Fossae shown in Figure 2. The association of a mafic cap poor in olivine overlying a more olivine-rich unit was also mapped in the southern region of the Isidis basin based on THEMIS data by Tornabene et al. [2008]. This region from Nili Fossae southeast to the Isidis basin floor materials was also investigated with OMEGA and HRSC data [Mustard et al., 2007; Mangold et al., 2007] where the general framework of the stratigraphy and nature of fluvial processes was defined.

New data and observations from CRISM, CTX, and HiRISE data bring new perspectives and constraints on the evolution of this region. The mafic cap unit has a low apparent albedo with muted spectral signatures and exhibits a rough surface texture in high-resolution imaging (Figure 2). Where the cap unit is strongly eroded, a layered or banded unit is commonly observed at the base of the cap unit (Figure 4). We use the term “banded” because it is not clear from the available data whether these features are definitively layers, or another process such as cooling, shear deformation, or erosion has created an appearance of layering.

The bands are variable in thickness but may be up to tens of meters thick and can be traced for hundreds of meters. The texture seen at highest resolution is fractured or blocky. Where erosion has almost completely removed the mafic cap and banded unit, olivine-bearing rocks can be seen filling low regions between linear ridges and appear to penetrate into fractures and dropped down sections (Figure 5). The banding appears to parallel the contact with the basement rocks (Figure 6) and drape the underlying topography defined by the phyllosilicate-bearing basement. In Figure 6b the banding is extremely well displayed in an erosional window where overlying units have been removed and the phyllosilicate basement has been eroded as well, forming a depression. The draping characteristics of the mafic cap and olivine units are best viewed with stereo HiRISE data. We generated a DEM using images PSP_002176_2025 and PSP_002888_2025 and drape the image PSP_002176_2025 over the DEM. A perspective view using these data shows that the olivine and mafic cap units clearly drape topography (Figure 7). The vertical bands may indicate the draping of the olivine over preexisting phyllosilicate basement rock, which since has

Figure 4. HiRISE image PSP_006712_2020. The textures and morphology of the mafic cap seen in Figure 2 have been removed by erosion, leaving a distinct corrugated eroded surface morphology and in some places exposing the underlying units. The contact between the banded olivine-bearing unit and the basement is clearly defined, and the banding is concentrated at the contact. The basement is strongly enriched in phyllosilicates with defined 1.41, 1.92, and 2.31 μm bands, indicative of an Mg-rich smectite clay. Linear ridges traverse the basement rocks intersecting at orthogonal angles. The ridges do not appear to penetrate into or disrupt the overlying olivine and cap units. The bright dunes in this region show strong signatures of olivine and are thus derived from the banded unit.

Figure 5. HiRISE image PSP_006712_2020. The white arrows point to olivine-rich rocks in contact with the phyllosilicate basement. At high resolution, the olivine-bearing unit is polygonally fractured and fills low regions between linear ridges and penetrates into down-dropped sections as shown by the regions highlighted by the white arrows.
the banded unit indicate partial in situ aqueous alteration of olivine [Mangold et al., 2007; Ehlmann et al., 2008b, 2009a, 2009b]. The character and extent of alteration (partial to complete) varies spatially, and numerous unaltered olivine bedrock units persist. In these, there is a noticeable increase in the strength of the olivine absorptions around the edges of the eroding cap, where the massive mafic caprock is largely removed and where nighttime THEMIS data show a high temperature implying rocky or more indurated surfaces. The cap unit itself exhibits a weak olivine spectral signature. That very strong olivine signatures result where the banded unit is best exposed indicates that the olivine signature is in the rock unit and not simply in a mobile component such as the dunes (Figures 2, 4, and 6), and the association of olivine signatures with regions of higher thermal inertia has been noted by others [e.g., Hamilton and Christensen, 2005; Tornabene et al., 2008]. The contact between the spectrally bland mafic cap and banded olivine unit (sharp versus diffuse or gradational) is not resolved even at HiRISE resolution.

[20] In contrast, the contact between the olivine-rich banded unit and the underlying unit interpreted to be Noachian basement crust is sharp (Figures 4, 6, and 7). In this region the Noachian basement exhibits spectral signatures diagnostic of Fe/Mg-smectite clays. This Noachian crust, exposed by erosion, typically exhibits a smooth surface texture. Distinct layering or banding is observed in some regions (Figures 4 and 6), indicated by differences in tonality or brightness. In addition to the layering, breccia blocks are observed throughout the region. The examples shown in Figure 8 show the blocks range in size from tens to hundreds of meters and blocks of similar character in Noachian crust have been seen elsewhere [McEwen et al., 2008]. The density of blocks varies from high, where the blocks appear to be in contact with one another, to low, where they are infrequent and within a massive matrix (Figure 8). The exposures are not good enough to define the size of the largest blocks, but the phyllosilicate material that shows a banding and is in contact with the overlying olivine-bearing unit seen in Figure 8 may be a portion of one large breccia block that is over a kilometer in length.

[21] Raised, linear features several meters in width and many hundreds of meters in length are observed in the clay-bearing basement (Figures 4 and 6). These ridges are observed over a large area including all the area encompassed in Figure 2 and the region to the north of Figure 2. The linear features traverse the phyllosilicate-bearing basement frequently intersecting at orthogonal angles and the density varies from sparse or absent to frequent. Where these features emerge next to the overlying olivine-bearing unit, there is neither evidence of deformation in the overlying units due to the linear features nor evidence of linear features with the same orientation in the overlying mafic igneous units. This demonstrates that the linear features predate emplacement of the olivine-bearing unit. The linear features are more resistant to erosion than surrounding materials, resulting in their raised appearance.

[22] Where well exposed, the contact between the phyllosilicate-bearing basement units with the overlying olivine-bearing banded unit is sharp. In HiRISE IRB color imagery, unaltered olivine-rich rocks are a distinctive blue/turquoise color while phyllosilicate-bearing rocks are brown and this contact is sharp at the resolution of HiRISE. At CRISM

Figure 6. (a) HiRISE image PSP_002176_2025. Well-preserved mafic cap in the northwest corner of this image overlies the banded unit that rests directly on the phyllosilicate-bearing basement. The phyllosilicate basement is itself banded or layered in places shown by the small white arrows and massive in others, shown by the black arrows. Linear ridges are clearly seen within the phyllosilicate-bearing rocks in the western third of the image. (b) The enlargement shown by the white box shows well-defined banding contouring an erosional window through the cap and olivine-bearing unit. Toward the upper portion of the enlargement, the banding is seen to be oriented vertically (black arrow). The view direction for the perspective view shown in Figure 7 is shown by the large white arrow. The dotted white box shows the location of Figure 8.

[19] The very strong, broad olivine absorption between 1.0 and 1.5 μm shown by the olivine-bearing unit (Figure 3) is consistent with the OMEGA observations at lower spatial resolution [Mustard et al., 2007]. No other mafic mineral absorptions are observed in the banded unit, although alteration minerals (e.g., magnesium carbonate) associated with
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resolution there are regions showing gradational or diffuse transitions in the mineral indicator maps (Figure 2). High-resolution imaging shows that these areas commonly have mobile materials present in the form of dunes (Figures 2, 4, and 6), leading to diffuse spectral signatures at the contact. But where the contacts are cleanly exposed, the mineral indictor maps show sharp, crisp boundaries.

An olivine-rich unit beneath mafic caprock and together resting on phyllosilicate-bearing basement is observed extensively in the region 20°–23°N and 77°–80°E where banding in the olivine unit is generally well defined. This stratigraphy is also observed north and west of the Nili Fossae trough at 24°N, 76°E in CRISM observation FRT00008389 and along the south edge of the Isidis basin in Libya Montes in CRISM observation HRS000047D8 (3°N, 85°E, Figure 9) associated with Hashir crater. This area was also examined in detail by Tornabene et al. [2008] with THEMIS data. Layered or banded morphologies are apparent in HiRISE image PSP_002822_1830 associated with CRISM observation HRS000047D8 (Figure 9). Erosion has created a window through the mafic cap and olivine units to the phyllosilicate basement that reveals the same characteristic stratigraphy also observed around Nili Fossae (e.g., Figure 2). While banding in the olivine-bearing unit is not as well defined or exposed as elsewhere (e.g., Figures 2 and 4) a HiRISE stereo pair associated with this observation (PSP_002756_1830) shows the banding dips away from the central mound (Figure 10). There is a strong olivine mineral signature in the materials exposed at the base of the material that fills this crater. This is particularly well exposed in the moat along the west and north area of the crater floor in the CRISM image shown in Figure 9. These olivine-rich lithologies have the same signatures as the material that is in contact with the phyllosilicate-bearing central mound. The central mound is probably the structural uplift of the crater forming the central peak. Thus, the olivine-bearing unit is found on the floor of the crater as well as tilted up in contact with the structural uplift. While the mafic cap and olivine-bearing units fill the floor of the crater and are tilted up around the central mound, they do not reach as high as the crater rim, and there is no evidence that crater fill constituting the olivine/mafic cap ever breached the crater rim.

The timing of emplacement of the olivine-bearing unit with respect to the formation of the fossae is well defined in the Nili Fossae area. The olivine unit with the mafic cap is cut by the fractures that form the Nili Fossae and traverse the study area (Figures 4 and 9). In Figure 4, there is a fracture running along the eastern edge of the scene. The olivine unit is found on the upland plateau material right up the edge of the fracture but not draped over the walls. The olivine unit is not seen on the floor of the fracture, although the floor of the fracture has been filled by sediments (layered rocks) and mobile material. Better exposure is provided to the northeast, where two fractures intersect (Figure 9c). The fractures clearly truncate the olivine and mafic caprock units; eroded olivine-bearing sands fill the fracture floors. This indicates the fractures postdate the olivine unit and mafic cap. The plateau throughout this region shows a strong olivine spectral signature beneath a thin mafic cap that was observed with OMEGA data [Mustard et al., 2007; Mangold et al., 2007].
but the MRO data has clearly resolved the details of the stratigraphy and the timing of the emplacement of the olivine as definitively profossae formation.

### 3.2. Basement Crust: Character and Composition

[25] Exposures of bedrock along the Nili Fossae trough, in impact craters, and in areas of deep erosion provide a window into the Noachian basement crust in this region. The crust shows a diversity of compositions, ranging from unaltered lithologies spectrally dominated by the mafic silicates olivine, low-Ca pyroxene (Figure 3), and high-Ca pyroxene to regions where spectral signatures are dominated by phyllosilicates and mafic minerals are not apparent. In both regions, other mineral phases are likely present, but their spectral signatures in the near infrared are not distinctly resolved. In orbital thermal infrared data, phyllosilicate-rich regions in Nili Fossae appear to be dominated by basaltic constituents [Michalski et al., 2009]. This indicates that while alteration is widespread it may not pervasive. Modeling by Michalski et al. [2009] suggests 15–30% phyllosilicate in the exposures large enough to be resolved by the Thermal Emission Spectrometer (3 × 6 km per pixel). Geological relationships of lithologic units in the Noachian crust are described below.

[26] In a few regions covered by CRISM and HiRISE observations the exposures are sufficiently free of obscuring dust, talus, or eolian material to resolve the relationships between the components of Noachian-aged bedrock basement. This is superbly shown in the central region of the Nili Fossae trough where tectonic forces and erosion have combined to expose a thick section of Noachian crust (Figure 11). This site was considered as a possible landing site for the Mars Science Laboratory and has been extensively covered by HiRISE, CTX, and CRISM. The region is on the edge of the Nili Fossae trough where a reentrant, formed by sapping processes, emerges from the east. The scarp walls are 400–600 m high (Figure 12). The floor of Nili Fossae is covered by Hesperian lavas from Syrtis Major [Hiesinger and Head, 2004] and partially by ejecta from the 65 km diameter Hargraves crater located 50 km to the east of the fossae. Topographic profiles across the fossae show that the ejecta is approximately 250 m at its thickest (Figure 12). CRISM mineralogic mapping and HiRISE data show that the ejecta from Hargraves crater is a melange of phyllosilicate and mafic blocks in a matrix of phyllosilicate-dominated material (Figure 11). The Hesperian lavas show spectral properties consistent with those in Syrtis Major, dominated by HCP, with minor LCP and olivine [Skok et al., 2009]. The scarp
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**Figure 8.** Section of HiRISE image PSP_002176_2025 at the contact between the mafic cap/olivine unit and phyllosilicate basement. The approximate location of the contact is shown by the solid white line. In the phyllosilicate basement, banding or layering is clearly seen close to the contact. This layering shows gentle folding and offsets along fractures. The dotted white polygon outlines a region of large breccia blocks, tens of meters in size. In the southeast of the scene (bottom right) there is an absence of layering and a more sparse population of breccia blocks.
walls are dominated by the spectral signatures of Fe/Mg-phyllosilicate (Figure 3) while the plateau is heterogeneous but dominated by signatures of mafic silicates.

[27] We have merged CRISM mineral indicator maps derived from observation FRT000064D9 with HiRISE image PSP_003086_2015 (Figure 13). In this merged product, the spectral signatures of mafic silicates are strongly expressed in some breccia blocks. A clear example if this is shown in Figure 3 where the spectrum from an LCP-rich breccia block is shown. In the scarp faces as well as along the floor of the trough, breccia blocks tens to hundreds of meters in size are exposed. Many blocks are phyllosilicate bearing, showing absorptions near 1.9 and 2.3 μm, typical of Fe/Mg-smectite clays (Figure 3). Some of the breccia blocks here and elsewhere show banding suggestive of layering (Figure 14) as was also described for breccia blocks in Figure 8. Other blocks are massive and apparently of more uniform texture and composition. In color HiRISE data [Delamere et al., 2009] with wavelengths at infrared (~0.7–1.0 μm), red (~0.5–0.9 μm), and blue-green (~0.4–0.6 μm) wavelengths displayed as RGB, blocks rich in mafic silicates typically express a blue-green color (Figure 3). We have confirmed with spectral signatures from CRISM data that these blocks are dominated by pyroxene absorptions and are relatively enriched in LCP. Several blocks exposed in this observation are partly unaltered and partly altered, suggesting the presence of an alteration front (Figure 13c).

[28] Relationships between unaltered and altered rock are also well expressed in observation FRT00009D44 that covers the eastern scarp of Nili Fossae, upper plateau, and Hesperian-aged lava along the floor of the trough (Figure 15). CRISM data show the scarp face is strongly enriched in Fe/Mg-smectite clay, and the floor of the trough shows mafic signatures enriched in olivine and HCP, comparable to mineral signatures of the broader Syrtis Major region [Skok et al., 2009]. The composition of the plateau is mottled, with the different mineral signatures associated with specific patches or regions dominated by LCP-rich mafic silicates or alternatively phyllosilicate (1.9 and 2.3 μm), and the edges of the regions are defined by diffuse boundaries.

[29] In color HiRISE data (PSP_007200_2005) crossing the plateau and scarp, weakly to unaltered LCP-rich rocks are a distinct aquamarine color and the phyllosilicate-bearing matrix is brown. On the plateau, regions of LCP-dominated terrains define distinct but irregular patches. At the top of the scarp face these same rocks are sometimes beautifully
exposed as definite bands of unaltered rock, meters thick, embedded in a matrix exhibiting a strong phyllosilicate spectral signature. The bands or layers of LCP-rich rock are of variable thickness and can be traced for tens to hundreds of meters but are nonetheless discontinuous, and show evidence of folding (Figure 15). The brown phyllosilicate materials are intimately interleaved with the LCP-rich rock. Lower on the scarp are phyllosilicate-bearing breccia blocks that exhibit finely banded or layered properties (Figure 15).

3.3. Transport and Fill

There is abundant evidence for large-scale transport and deposition of sediments and lavas following the Isidis impact event and the opening of the fossae. This is illustrated by the stratigraphy of successive units of fill that have been exposed in the Nili Fossae trough, the widest of the fossae (Figures 11 and 15). CRISM data show the uppermost unit in the trough consists of over 250 m of phyllosilicate-bearing ejecta from Hargraves crater that has been emplaced on lavas that flowed into the Nili Fossae trough from Syrtis Major (Figure 12). Along the profile of Figure 12, the lavas are exposed beneath the ejecta in a 5–10 km wide strip along the western edge of the trough. In contrast, to the north and south of the Hargraves ejecta the volcanics are continuously exposed across the full 30 km width of the trough. Along the western edge of the trough the volcanics embay phyllosilicate-bearing rocks that apparently continue beneath the volcanics. This is illustrated in Figure 13 where the gray Hesperian lavas are observed in the southeast corner of the scene embaying the light magenta trough floor material. The light magenta trough floor material contains distinct Fe/Mg-smectite clay absorption features and shows crude bedding or layering. Moving to the northwest there is an erosional moat around a 500 m tall mesa capped with LCP-enriched rocks (Figure 13). The trough fill seen in the moat shows meter-scale polygonal fracturing at the highest resolution and the erosion has exposed crude layering in the bedrock. The trough fill shows weak absorptions at 1.9 and 2.3 μm due to the presence of Fe/Mg-phyllosilicate. These absorptions are weaker but of the same general character as those expressed in the scarp faces. The scarp faces show a different erosional style of a uniform, massive unit that does not show blocks or polygonal fracturing. A generalized cross section of the key units described above is shown in Figure 16.
There are a number of craters in this region that are partially filled. A small crater located at 20.6°N, 73.8°E is cut by the western scarp and associated erosion of the Nili Fossae trough (Figure 17). The rim of this 6 km diameter crater is indistinct from the combination of sedimentary fill and erosion, but the circular border around the fill materials is unmistakable. The fill is composed of sediments layered at a scale of meters to tens of meters that show strong absorptions due to Fe/Mg-phyllosilicate (Figure 17). Ehlmann et al. [2009a] describe a larger 40 km diameter crater located northwest of Figure 11 at 22.4°N, 74.2°E with approximately 1 km of fill dominated by Fe/Mg-smectite clays. Near the top of the fill is a distinctive layer with absorption features diagnostic of kaolinite. As described by Ehlmann et al. [2009a], this distinctive kaolinite layer is apparently a regional unit. Where undisturbed by impact or erosional
processes, the deposit is typically thin and rests several tens of meters below the surface beneath a spectrally unremarkable mantling unit. The kaolinite is found above both sedimentary Fe/Mg-phyllosilicate fill and on the plateau. Like the sedimentary Fe/Mg-phyllosilicates in Figure 17, faulting cuts the kaolinite layer and erosion associated with the formation of the Nili Fossae trough.

The presence of phyllosilicate-bearing, compositionally distinct fill material in impact craters and in the trough underlying Hesperian lava indicates that there was a significant period of gradation both prior to and subsequent to the Isidis basin formation and the opening of the Nili Fossae fractures. That process had largely ceased by the time of the emplacement of the Hesperian lava as there are few deposits of this nature that superpose the Hesperian lavas [Mangold et al., 2008]. Fluvial channels including sapping landforms debouche into the troughs and craters (Figures 2 and 11) and may have been the pathway by which sediment was delivered to form the sedimentary fill deposits [Mangold et al., 2007; Ehlmann et al., 2008a, 2009a]. At CRISM resolution, it is apparent that many of the fill materials are phyllosilicate-bearing and are most likely materials transported from the adjacent, strongly altered Noachian crust.

4. Discussion

The high-resolution data from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter provide new insight into the stratigraphic and

Figure 12. Topographic profiles across Nili Fossae trough south of the ejecta of Hargraves crater (dotted line) and across the ejecta from Hargraves crater (solid line).

Figure 13. (a) Same mineral indicators as shown in Figure 11 merged with HiRISE image PSP_003086_2015. CRISM image used to generate the mineral indicators is FRT000064D9. The white box shows the location of Figure 13b. (b) Color HiRISE image PSP_003086_2015 shown with the infrared filter in red, red filter in green, and blue filter in blue. Unaltered LCP-rich rocks appear turquoise/green. The white box here shows the location of Figure 13c. (c) Full-resolution enlargement of HiRISE IRB color image.
al infrared data suggest the Schultz and Frey Breccia blocks with meter-scale layering within and 8). The deposits exposed along the walls of the Nili Fossae trough (Figure 15) are in the region proposed to be the rim [Werner, 2005; Schultz and Frey, 1990]. The breccias near the rim may be ejecta from the Isidis event, while those exposures deeper in the basin (Figure 8) may be fractured and brecciated pre-Isidis crust, or fall back breccia from the impact. If fluvial and lacustrine processes formed the fine-scale horizontal layering found in some breccia blocks, these blocks preserve evidence for extensive hydrologic processes on early Mars.

In addition to breccia blocks, raised linear ridges are commonly observed in the Noachian basement exposed in the Nili Fossae region. These raised, linear features are similar to structures observed in a number of craters in the Nili Fossae region that Head and Mustard [2006] interpreted to be breccia dikes. Clasts or breccia fragments are not observed associated with the linear ridges at HiRISE spatial resolution. While no clasts are observed, dust or particulate cover may obscure them. In addition to breccia dikes, the linear features may be the result of fractures in the basement rocks that were conduits of fluid flow that became mineralized as suggested by Mangold et al. [2007]. CRISM data do not show these features to have a different composition than the surrounding rocks. However, the mineralizing cement may not be mineralogically distinct from the surrounding rocks or may not have an infrared active mineralogic signature. The linear features could be magmatic dikes intruded by igneous processes. In this case mafic igneous mineralogic signatures would be expected and/or evidence of contact metamorphism with the surrounding phyllosilicate-bearing rocks. These properties are not observed. The presence of the linear raised features indicate a process that lithified or cemented the phyllosilicate-bearing Noachian crust. The resulting cemented zones are arranged as if a network of fractures that could have served as conduits for fluid flow. The generation of the fractures as well as stimulation of fluid flow may have been related to the Isidis basin–forming event or could have predated the basin.

The character of the banded olivine unit is well defined by the new MRO observations. It is olivine-rich, in direct contact with brecciated phyllosilicate-bearing basement rocks. The olivine-rich bands are superposed by a more massive mafic caprock above that has weak to absent olivine spectral signatures. The banding parallels the contact with phyllosilicate basement in most places, conforming to topography (Figures 4, 6, 7, 9, and 10). We interpret the strati-
graphic relationships shown in Figures 7, 9, and 10 to be a clear indication of draping of the olivine unit over preexisting basement topography. In Figure 10 the apparent layers of the olivine-bearing units are basal in the crater floor and are tilted up around the central mound. The distinctive stratigraphy of the mafic cap paired with a basal unit showing a stronger olivine spectral signature that is draped over topography is thus observed over 2000 km in distance across 2.5 km in elevation.

[38] This region in southern Isidis was examined in detail by Tornabene et al. [2008] with THEMIS data and they noted the erosion of olivine and mafic cap from the center mound region as well as upturned layers around the central mound as shown by HiRISE data. They argued that this was volcanic fill in Hashir crater associated with their hypothesis of regional olivine-rich volcanism. However, the mafic units in Hashir do not fill the crater interior to the rim nor is the rim breached. In addition, there are no volcanic rocks evident embaying the crater exterior walls to a level that might indicate it reached to the rim and spilled into the crater to fill the floor. If this were volcanic fill, there would need to be a vent strategically placed in the crater to emplace volcanic rocks in the crater.

Figure 15. (left) Parameter map (R, BD1900; G, LCPINDEX; B, D2300) from CRISM image FRT00009D44 overlain on a subset of CTX image P16_007200_2002 along the western wall of the southern portion of Nili Fossae trough. Low-Ca pyroxene appears green, and phyllosilicates are blue to magenta. (right) The enlarged image of the wallrock shows a subset from HiRISE infrared color image PSP_007200_2005. Low-Ca pyroxene appears green, and phyllosilicates are brown. LCP and Fe/Mg-smectite are interlayered with the LCP. Layered breccia blocks within the wallrock unit are shown in the lower right corner of the inset.

Figure 16. Representative cross section from the western edge of Figure 11 to the middle of the scene where ejecta from the Hargraves crater are observed.
A number of hypotheses have been proposed to explain the occurrence of olivine in this region. Hoefen et al. [2003] suggested the presence of an olivine-rich layer in the crust prior to Isidis that was exposed by the basal-forming event while Hamilton and Christensen [2005] proposed that mafic volcanic flows emplaced on the surface also prior to the Isidis event best explain the observations. Neither hypothesis seems likely given the location with the transient cavity of the Isidis basin and the unit’s stratigraphic and superposition relationships.

Tornabene et al. [2008] analyzed compositional and stratigraphic relationships of the olivine-bearing unit along the southern edge of the Isidis basin with TES and THEMIS data. They clearly defined a mafic cap unit overlying an olivine-rich unit, and concluded the olivine-rich units are picritic lavas emplaced subsequent to the formation of the Isidis basin. They suggest the lavas were fed by widespread, diffuse volcanism that was facilitated by fractures and structural weaknesses associated with the Isidis impact. The rising plumes that ultimately coalesced to form the Syrtis Major volcanic center exploited these zones of weaknesses.

However, there are aspects of the observations that are not well accommodated by the volcanic hypothesis. This widespread volcanism traverses over 2.5 km of exposed elevation and yet did not leave distinct vents, fissures, edifices and constructs. They may have been removed by erosion or buried by later volcanism but the topographic and geographic extent of the distinctive mafic cap and olivine-rich strata requires a widespread diffuse volcanic emplacement processes of consistent composition. The olivine-mafic cap deposits are also observed lining the floor of an impact crater (Hasher, Figure 9c), with no clear source regions or process to emplace the unit as lava.

Drawing from the example of the Orientale basin, Mustard et al. [2007] concluded that the timing, topographic range, and morphologic expression was most consistent with the emplacement and solidification of an impact melt sheet. The new data and our analyses lend some support to that hypothesis. The impact melt sheet hypothesis explains the broad topographic and geographic range of the olivine unit as seen now at submeter-scale resolution. The olivine unit with the associated mafic cap is found where the bedrock geology is well exposed in the northwest and southwest region of Isidis basin, the area proposed to be between the inner and outer rings [Schultz and Frey, 1990]. Across this large region it displays the same morphological and stratigraphic characteristics. The olivine deposits are clearly cut by the fossae in the region and do not show any evidence for flowing over the scarp walls or filling the fossae floor. Nili Fossae is veneered by lava from Syrtis Major, but this is distinct from the olivine-mafic cap unit. The fact that olivine deposits are cut by the fossae presents a specific time window for the emplacement

Figure 17. (a) False color CRISM image FRT0000BEC0 (R, 2.42; G, 1.81; B, 1.08 µm) taken of a filled crater cut by the fossae located just north of Figure 15. (b) Parameter map (R, BD1900; G, LCPINDEX; B, D2300) of Figure 17a in which low-Ca pyroxene appears green and phyllosilicates are blue to magenta. (c) Subset of HiRISE image PSP_009494_2010_RED showing layers within the Fe/Mg-smectite-bearing sedimentary fill, cropping out from beneath a mineralogically unremarkable mantling unit.
of the olivine unit. The unit is emplaced after the Isidis impact event but prior to the formation of the fossae. The fossae are poorly dated but Wichman and Schultz [1989] propose formation was shortly after the formation of the Isidis basin.

[42] A melt sheet emplaced as a consequence of the basin-forming event creates an effectively instantaneous deposit that is thus simultaneous with the basin formation but prior to the fossae formation. The emplacement of the olivine-rich unit by volcanism places this similarly very early after the formation of the Isidis basin, but the eruption process would need to have been completed by the time of the formation of the fossae.

[43] The distinct banding is a somewhat puzzling characteristic of the olivine unit. The thickness of individual bands and their apparent lateral continuity imply a sequential depositional process. Yet the layers conform to the contact with the basement units through depressions and over mounds (e.g., Figures 7 and 10). This draping character is difficult to accommodate through the emplacement of a low-viscosity fluid such as picritic volcanic flows that should fill topographic lows and any layering would be truncated against topographic change. The viscosity of a magmatic melt may be modified by the crystal content but ultramafic lavas are quite typically very low viscosity. Volcanic emplacement may have evolved as described but later deformed by tectonic processes resulting the observation of the olivine-mafic cap unit conforming to topography. However, except where cut by the fossae, we do not observe faulting in the olivine-mafic cap units that would be common in the case of widespread deformation.

[44] Conversely, an impact melt sheet with properties sufficient to drap topography (e.g., Maunier formation [Head et al., 1993]) would need to be somewhat viscous. The concentration of olivine at the base of the proposed melt sheet could be due to settling of olivine crystals precipitated from the melt or crystalline olivine fragments excavated from the mantle. But a melt with viscosity sufficient to drap or conform to topography might not be fluid enough to permit settling of olivine toward the base of the unit.

[45] There are several sources of apparent layering in impact melt. First, impact melt sheets undergo cooling and solidification subsequent to their emplacement and develop layer-like structures linked to cooling units, in a manner similar to thick, cooling basaltic lava flows. These structures are on the scale of meters to tens of meters. Second, interbedding is observed between crystalline melt units, suevite-like units, and more clast-rich breccia units [e.g., Masaitis et al., 1999]. Third, layered units can develop due to differentiation of the melt sheet, as in the case of the Sudbury melt sheet [e.g., Deutsch et al., 1995]. Together, these sources can produce a wide variety of layered and layer-like units as are often observed in terrestrial impact crater melt sheets.

[46] The olivine-mafic cap deposit is cut by the fractures that define the Nili Fossae (Figures 4 and 9c) as well as fluvial channels that traverse the Nili Fossae region [Mangold et al., 2007]. For the most part the olivine-bearing unit is not altered. However, Mangold et al. [2007] noted a region of high thermal inertia that showed combined mafic and alteration signatures that they suggested was alteration of the olivine unit, and there are several distinct regions observed with MRO data associated with carbonate [Ehlmann et al., 2008b] and serpentine [Ehlmann et al., 2009a, 2009b]. There has been alteration of the mafic silicate units, and in places it is significant. But other regions clearly preserve unaltered units showing that there was a highly variable interaction of water with the rocks.

[47] The extensive fill of troughs and craters with phyllosilicate-bearing sediments points to a period of significant and widespread erosion, transport, and deposition. Analysis of topographic profiles across craters with and without fill shows the amount of fill in some places to be the order of a kilometer [Ehlmann et al., 2009a]. The amount of fill in the troughs is not determined at this time but sedimentary deposits beneath the Hesperian lavas are clearly seen on the trough floors. Sedimentary deposits associated with fluvial channels are also seen in the smaller fossae such as the area of Figure 4. Determining when this period of significant gradation occurred is difficult. The sedimentation in the Nili Fossae trough and other fossae was largely complete prior to the emplacement of the Early Hesperian Syrtis Major lava. Except for very minor, possible fan deposits [Mangold et al., 2007] none of the sapping channels that exit to the Nili Fossae trough emplace sediment over the lava. The only significant deposit overlying the trough lavas is ejecta from Hargraves crater (Figures 11, 12, and 15).

[48] As shown in Figure 17, a crater cut by the trough displays finely layered sediment. The location of this crater near the putative rim of the Isidis basin indicates the fill is likely to have occurred after basin formation. The crater with the fill may have been present prior to the Isidis basin formation but it would have been covered by as much as a kilometer of ejecta that would need to have been removed to expose these finely layered sediments. The layers are exposed in this region by erosion along the western scarp of the Nili Fossae trough. This provides an upper limit on the timing of the fill that was likely completed by the time the trough formed. Thus, the period of gradation and sedimentary transport began prior to the opening of the fossae but continued after they had opened until the emplacement of the Hesperian Syrtis major lavas.

5. Conclusions

[49] The stratigraphic and superposition relationships among the major geologic units and events in this region can be ordered to provide a conceptual overview of major events that affected the area (Figure 18). As has been well documented by numerous studies [e.g., Bibring et al., 2005, 2006; Poulet et al., 2005; Mustard et al., 2008], widespread and pervasive formation of hydrated silicates, notably phyllosilicates, occurred during the Noachian era. In the Isidis-Nili Fossae region we can definitively date the deep crustal alteration to prior to the Isidis impact [Mustard et al., 2007; Mangold et al., 2007]. The crust that was impacted to form the basin contained extensive deposits of altered crust Some of the breccia blocks show characteristic subparallel layering implying that fluvial-lacustrine orolian sedimentary systems existed prior to the basin formation. Some blocks show both unaltered and altered lithologies, perhaps preserving alteration fronts. The distinctive olivine-bearing unit found around the Nili Fossae and in Libya Montes was emplaced contemporaneous with or shortly after the formation of the
Isidis basin and we interpret this to be impact melt. The olivine unit shows evidence for alteration [Mangold et al., 2007; Ehlmann et al., 2008b, 2009a, 2009b] but it is relatively minor. Because olivine is readily altered, this shows that the magnitude of alteration processes at the surface were minimal following the emplacement of the olivine unit. However, it is not known in what geologic environment pervasive Noachian alteration occurred (i.e., deep or shallow crust? Hydrothermal? Surface and pedogenic processes? A combination of processes?). Our analyses do show that surface or near-surface alteration processes were limited following the basin formation to formation of thin units of kaolinite and carbonate. There was nevertheless a significant period of gradation in which large volumes of rocks were eroded and transported to topographic lows, presumably by fluvial systems. While the magnitude of the gradation during this period was apparently large, filling craters with \( \geq 1 \) km of sediment, only a few distinctive systems that preserve valley networks and depositional sites are observed. The most distinctive is the valley networks and delta deposits associated with the Jezero crater [Fassett and Head, 2005; Ehlmann et al., 2008a] though there are other fluvial channels in the region, including evidence for surge channels or episodic outflow on the Syrtis Major volcanics [Mangold et al., 2008].

Regional hydrological activity had waned by the time of emplacement of the Syrtis Major lava flows, in agreement with the global model of progressively more water-limited conditions of alteration from the Hesperian onward proposed by Birbring et al. [2006]. However, the nature of the Noachian crust exposed in the circum-Isidis region points to the predominance of both geomorphological and geochemical processes driven by the action of liquid water in shaping early Mars and, in fact, multiple iterations of these processes. Post-Isidis gradation was at least partially driven by fluvial activity. Furthermore, in the very earliest crust, the breccia blocks within the eroded basement unit at Nili Fossae have subparallel layers within smectite clay-rich rock. Hence, aqueous alteration and perhaps fluvial activity predated and were coincident with the period of large basin formation, indicating the early role of aqueous processes acting on Mars' original crust.
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